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A MIRACULOUS HEAVENLY “SEAL!”
(7/183 = 51/58 = 68/45)

We shall together clearly see and witness in this document Almighty’s approving Seal,
which He has thus set --in a most astonishing and miraculous way-- on
His “Messenger/Message of Covenant” herein, within the Quran-Testament,
in this most critical and Final Age.
Because this “Messenger/Message of Covenant” has already been solidly prophesied
and thus firmly been supported by all those great Prophets (most especially, by Noah,
then Abraham, then Moses, then Jesus, then David, then Muhammad, all together, herein)
--as we have already clearly witnessed some of the most critical and basic prophecies
of these great Prophets in this respect, manifestly, in all of our previous documents-and because those who still would flatly refuse to recognize and hearken, and fully support
this most critical “Messenger/Message of Covenant” now, may therefore strictly be
condemned by Almighty herein, and then also in the hereafter, forever,
*in this regard, please, certainly see again:
(Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6, 22-25) (Isaiah 28/9-22) (Psalms 28/5)
(Gospel-Mthw. 7/22-27= Jhn. 6/27, 43-45 = Mthw. 12/32)
(Quran-Aale Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8)
it is highly appropriate herein for the Most-Equitable and Most-Fair Almighty, to set such
an astonishing and miraculous approving Seal on His “Messenger/Message of Covenant”
thus finally herein --as He already again has exactly promised thus through His righteous
Prophets-- that any person who has an individual basic intelligence, conscience, sincerity,
belief, and honesty in his/her heart would definitely not pursue, after this, any vain excuse
for such an instant and persistent heedless rejection, or a constant reckless neglect,
after this, only to incur in the end those equally instant and persistent and then constant
terrible consequences therein, forever!
So after we have thus together clearly seen and witnessed all those magnificent
mathematical Miracles in the Quran-Testament (=its original arabic: Al-Khabaru) text,
in our previous documents, let us now together immediately begin to clearly see and
witness, how Almighty does ultimately approve this “Messenger/Message of Covenant”
by finally setting an astonishing and miraculous heavenly Seal on it herein, and thereafter
informs the humanity about its subsequent consequences, therein.
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Firstly, let us together see again some of those most critical and basic prophecies of
these great Prophets, in this regard, herein:
====================
22- David prophesied: The Stone (=must be a reference to that Quran, which would be
given to prophet Muhammad in the line of Ishmael, as already thus solidly been promised
by Almighty in Torah, as prophet David also was well aware of that, Gns. 21/13-18
beforehand) thus despised by the builders (=Jews --and then also Christians) has become
the Cornerstone now!
23- This has been emanated from HE; and it is miraculous in our eyes!
24- This is the Day (=Millennium; please, see Psalms 90/4 in this regard) HE has made;
let us rejoice and be glad in it.
25- So please, O HE, --on the left side-- grant salvation; please, O HE, --on the right side-grant good-fortune!
26- So blessed is he (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again, basically foretold also by
prophet Moses before this, who would be sent in the Last Days; Deut. 18/18-19 X 31/29-30
who would thus also mainly be the descendant of prophet David herein)
who comes under the Name of HE --on that “Cornerstone” Scripture referred to above-we (=all those major Prophets, and prophet David) bless you now from the house of HE!
(Psalms 118/22-26)
====================
====================
42- Prophet Jesus said: Did you never read in the Scriptures:
“The Stone (=must be a reference again to that Quran, which would be given to
prophet Muhammad in the line of Ishmael, as already thus solidly been promised by
Almighty in Torah, as prophet Jesus was also well aware of that herein, Gns. 21/13-18
beforehand) thus despised by the builders (=Jews --and then also Christians) has become
the Cornerstone now!
This has been emanated from HE; and it is miraculous in our eyes!”
43- Therefore, I say to you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from you, and given to
a people --within that Last and Third Day (=Millennium), as already thus been emphasized
above-- who will produce its fruit (=Words; please, certainly see Lk. 8/11 in this regard)
therein! (Gospel, Mthw. 21/42-43)
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39- Prophet Jesus said: I tell you, you will not see me again, until --that time comes, and-you say: Blessed is he (=that “Messenger of Covenant,” who would be sent in the Last and
Third Day (=Millennium); please, see Jhn. 6/27, 40-45 in this regard) who comes
under the Name of HE! --on that “Cornerstone” Scripture, as thus already again been
emphasized above! (Gospel, Mthw. 23/39)
27- Prophet Jesus said: So do not work for food that perishes, but work for the
food (=every Word that comes forth from the mouth of God; please, see Mthw. 4/4)
that endures for eternal life, which the Son of Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again)
will give you. For on him the Lord God has thus set His seal! (Gospel, Jhn. 6/27)
====================
====================
1- Prophet Muhammad said: In my congregation there will be a Mahdee (=that “Messenger
of Covenant;” please, certainly see again Aale Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8 to recognize this
clear Quranic fact and critical Covenant); if shortened, (he will do) seven, and if not,
(he will do) nine. And in that time my congregation will be blessed with a blessing, that
they have never been blessed -with anything- like it; so the earth shall give its
crops (=Words; as we have --in that specific “allegorical” (=mathala) narration-- already
thus clearly witnessed it within the Quran in those above Verses; Ibrahem 24-25) and it
will not hold from them anything! … (from Ibn Macah)
3- Prophet Muhammad said: If just one Day remains from this world, Allah will definitely
lenghten this Day; that He will send in this -Last- Day (=Millennium; please, see Hajj 47
in this regard) a Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) from my House!
(from Abu Davud)
4- Prophet Muhammad said: A Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) shall come out
from his (Prophet’s grandson) progeny; he shall be named with the name of your
Prophet (=Muhammad; Fath 29); and he shall resemble him with regard to the (Quranic)
text/attitude (=khuluqe) but he shall not resemble him with regard to the (Statutory)
style/creation (=khalqe)! … (from Abu Davud)
====================
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So we have together already clearly seen and witnessed (especially in our those first two
most critical documents: Awesome Miracle 1 & 2) how this Messenger of Covenant has now
thus already manifestly presented those eternal “fruits” (=19 coded “Words”) within that
--under Almighty’s full direction and thus precise command unto His Messenger; (98/2-3)-renewed Cornerstone Scripture (=The Quran-Testament: its original arabic: Al-Khabaru)
text, as already thus unmistakably been implied and then solidly been prophesied
beforehand, by all these great Prophets, above, and also therein.
So now let us together clearly see and witness herein then the fulfillment of these
additional most critical and basic aspects of these great prophecies, thus again
miraculously been prophesied and emphasized above:
* This Message/Messenger of Covenant shall thus come under the Name of Almighty;
(especially from prophet David, above)
* This Message/Messenger of Covenant shall present that eternal “food” (every “Word”
that comes forth from the mouth of God), for Almighty has already in this respect
thus set His seal upon him;
(especially from prophet Jesus, above)
* This Message/Messenger of Covenant finally shall also bear the name Muhammad
(=Praised Servant of Almighty), after this, in this respect.
(especially from prophet Muhammad, above)
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So let us together clearly see and witness then the miraculous fulfillment of these great
prophecies now in this Cornerstone Scripture (=The Quran-Testament: its original arabic:
Al-Khabaru), thus:
====================
182- And those who will reject our Signs (=Aayatenaa; which is thus also a most basic specific term
referring to all those 19 coded specific Words, and also Letters, that together thus most basically constitute
that Guidance (=Hudaa) and thus Signs (=Aayat), as we have comprehensively seen in our first two
documents; please, certainly also see now The Testament 39/23 = 2/38-39 in this regard);

We shall gradually lead them from (the direction) that they do not know.
183- And I respite them now; but certainly, My scheme will be Formidable (=Mateen)
then! (The Testament 7/182-183)
*****
58- Certainly, Almighty; He is the Provider (=alRazzaaq; which is also thus specifically referring us
to those eternal “fruits” (=19 coded Words, and also Letters) which are “allegorically” likened to heavenly
provisions (=rizqan), with which Almighty generously Provided (=Razaqa) for us therein, as we have
comprehensively seen again in our first two documents; please, certainly also see again now The Testament
2/25-26 = 51/58 in this regard); -and then- Possessor of the Formidable (=alMateen) Power!

59- Then certainly, for the ones who acted unjustly now (against this heavenly provision
and its Provider), there will be a punishment, like the punishment of their previous
(unjust) fellows! So let them not ask Me to hasten it now.
60- Then woe to the ones who acted ungratefully now (against this heavenly provision
and its Provider again) from their day, that they are thus being promised now!
(The Testament 51/58-60)
*****
44- Then let Me deal with those who are rejecting now this Utterance (=Hadeeth; which is
thus also a most basic specific term referring to all those 19 coded --on left & right side-- specific Words,
and also Letters, that together thus basically constitute that --similar, in twoers/pairs-- best Utterance
(=Hadeeth) and thus Guidance (=Hudaa), as we have already comprehensively seen again in our first
two documents; please, certainly also see now The Testament 39/23 = 68/44 in this regard);

We shall gradually lead them from (the direction) that they do not know.
45- And I respite them now; but certainly, My scheme will be Formidable (=Mateen)
then! (The Testament 68/44-45)
====================
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So after thus clearly and openly seeing this interconnected, and thus highly relevant Verses,
in this light, now let us focus on these 3 key Verses above, in which Almighty intently uses
His very specific mighty Names in them, thus:
====================
183- And I respite them now;
but certainly, My scheme will be Formidable (=Mateen) then! (The Testament 7/183)
58- Certainly, Almighty; He is the Provider;
and then Possessor of the Formidable (=alMateen) Power! (The Testament 51/58)
45- And I respite them now;
but certainly, My scheme will be Formidable (=Mateen) then! (The Testament 68/45)
====================

=First of all, when we write the Chapter and Verse No’s of these key Verses above,
side by side, herein, we directly and amazingly get the first miraculous result, thus:
7 183 51 58 68 45 =

19x…

=Second of all, when we write the Verse Place No’s of these key Verses above,
side by side, herein, we directly and amazingly get the second miraculous result, thereafter,
thus:
1137 4731 5314 =

19x…

** Verse Place No’s are determined by adding up all the total number of Verses in those Chapters
in the Quran-Testament up to --and including-- those most specific key Verses above, in their specific order,
for each of them, from the very beginning, therein.
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=Third of all, when we write the total number of Letters in these key Verses above,
side by side, herein, we directly and stunningly get the third miraculous result, thus:
18 28 18 =

19x…

=Last of all, when we write the total Gematrical Values of these key Verses above,
side by side, herein, we directly and stunningly get the fourth miraculous result, thereafter,
thus:
757 2246 757 =

19x…

(** We should also certainly know herein that in both of these last two miraculous facts,
we counted that unique feminine “t” compound letter therein (in 51/58) as “t” and “h,” in the first place,
and so the gematrical values are accordingly and consistently taken again as “400” and “5” thereafter.)

So by thus setting this kind of a most astonishing and miraculous Seal herein, within these
key Verses, in the Quran-Testament, in the end Almighty thus again
** truthfully confirms and fulfills, first of all, those miraculous prophecies of those
great Prophets --as we have seen above-- also in these respects now;
** truthfully confirms and approves then this Messenger/Message of Covenant again
--with all those magnificent mathematical Miracles, we have manifestly witnessed in our
previous documents-- all within this authentic Quran-Testament (=its original arabic:
Al-Khabaru) text, as already thus rightfully been dictated upon His Messenger of Covenant
herein. (Please, certainly see again The Testament 98/2-3 in this regard.)
** genuinely informs and warns those who would still unjustly and ungratefully reject
all of these magnificent Miracles, we have manifestly witnessed in our previous documents,
with some dire consequences from Him (51/58-60), herein, and then also in the hereafter,
eternally. (please, certainly also see The Testament 44/10-16 & 2/39 in this regard.)
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We must definitely see and know herein that Almighty by using His very specific
mighty Names thus, within those key Verses above:
…My scheme Formidable (=Kaydee Mateen) (in 7/183 & in 68/45)
…Possessor of the Formidable Power (=Zuu alQuvvate alMateen) (in 51/58)
is thus also strongly emphasizing again that only He Himself will deal in the end with those
unjust and belligerent rejectors of these 19 coded magnificent Signs & Provision &
Utterance --as we have clearly seen each of these specific terms above, in their 19 code
related contexts therein; and together have already manifestly thus witnessed each of them
in our previous documents, comprehensively-- that He has thus generously bestowed upon
humanity through His Servant and Messenger of Covenant (=mateen) herein,
thus in the end, thereby, under His own very specific mighty Names above!
And by doing so, He will have thus also implicitly reminded and honored this simple
name (=mateen) of His Message/Messenger of Covenant thus therein, in this simple and
strict sense: He has thus already sent to them these magnificent Miracles through
His Servant and Messenger of Covenant (=mateen) herein, but they immediately and
aggressively rejected, and then ridiculed, and harshly attacked His Message/Messenger of
Covenant (please, see The Testament 56/81-82 & 53/59-61 & 70/36-38 in this regard);
so when their appointed time comes, thereafter --while His Messenger is still alive herein,
or already taken away by Him therein; (13/40)-- Almighty will manifest Himself herein
under those of His own very specific mighty Names, with His own mighty Powers
(especially through those dreadful events promised in the Quran-Testament; 44/10-16 &
17/7-8 & 9/97-98 & …) and thus Personally He Himself will pay back to them, accordingly
and justly, herein, and then also in the hereafter, eternally!
So they did not listen to His humble Servant and Message/Messenger of Covenant
(=mateen) freely herein, so perhaps they will surely listen then to grand Almighty Himself
(=Zuu alQuvvate alMateen) adequately therein! (51/58-60) (44/13-16 & 33/64-68)
** But we must be very careful herein, and thus definitely perceive that those 3 very specific mighty Names
above, of course, hundred percent and only belongs to Almighty Himself therein; His Messenger of Covenant
is only His Servant herein who bears a simple name (=mateen) who thus comes under the Name of Almighty
in that strict and simple sense mentioned above, as already thus been firmly prophesied by those great
Prophets before this. He is only thus an ordinary human being, His --in that strict and simple sense-- will
thus be implicitly reminded and honored human Servant and Messenger therein! (18/110)
So absolutely, he canNOT have any personal share, in NO way, within that 3 very specific mighty Names of
Almighty Himself above, not a bit & never! (20/8)
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So now let us together see these critical Verses in the Quran-Testament, thus to clearly
and finally witness the fulfillment of that very important prophecy of prophet Muhammad,
in this regard, herein.
====================
6- And Jesus, son of Mary, said: O sons of Israel, certainly I am a Messenger of Almighty
to you, confirming what is in front of me from the Torah,
and also giving good news about a Messenger to come after me, whose name shall be
“praised” (=ahmadu)! … (The Testament 61/6)
** We have already together clearly seen here in this document, and also especially in our first document
(=Awesome Miracle 1) comprehensively, before this, how prophet Jesus consistently gave good news
about that Messenger (=Son of Man), who would be sent in this Last and Third Day (=Millennium),
and he would thus give that heavenly “food” (=19 coded, specific “Words”), by which Almighty would grant
eternal life to all those sincere believers, who would sit and wholeheartedly work on it! (Please, certainly see
again all those related concrete Verses from the Gospel, that are openly cited especially in that of our first
two critical documents (=Awesome Miracle 1 & 2), in this regard.)
And now prophet Jesus is thus emphasizing this time, in the above Verse, the aspect of this Messenger’s name
being “praised” (=ahmadu) by Almighty, most basically and essentially because he will sit and wholeheartedly
work now on all of those 19 coded magnificent Miracles, and thereafter --by Almighty’s will & help-- thus
will be able to fulfill and present them to all humanity as an eternal “provision” thus from the Best-Provider
(=alRazzaaqu) Almighty, herein, (51/58 = 2/25);
and so Almighty in return will thus implicitly also remind and thus honor his name, when He Himself will
deal with those unjust and hostile rejectors, who have thus acted ungratefully and insolently now against
His Best-Provision (=alRizqu), in some near future, subsequently, herein, and then in the hereafter, eternally,
within those of His own very specific mighty Names therein, (7/183 = 51/58 = 68/45)
and so his name shall have been “praised” by Almighty, by thus --his name-- having been implicitly thus
reminded and honored under the Name of Almighty therein, in the way --in that strict and simple sense-we have thus already seen before this! (please, certainly see again now The Testament 51/58-60 &
The Gospel, Mthw. 23/39 = Jhn. 6/27 = Lk. 17/25-30, as we have also already thus openly seen them herein
before this, in this regard.)

====================
====================
29- The “praised-one” (=muhammadun), --who is-- Messenger of Almighty, and the ones
with him, are determined against disbelievers, and compassionate amongst each other.
…and their allegory in the Gospel is like “crops,”
(in the first step) which sent forth its blade,
(in the second step) made it stronger,
(in the third step) became thicker,
(in the fourth step) stood on its stems;
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thus filling the sowers (in the end) with delight. But He will fill the disbelievers because of
them with rage! Almighty thus promised to those who believe and “work” for these
“righteous deeds” (=ameluu alsalehaat; please, certainly remember 2/25 in this regard),
from among them, a forgiveness, and a great reward! (The Testament 48/29)
** We have already together basically seen here in this document, and also especially again in our first
document (=Awesome Miracle 1) comprehensively, before this, how prophet Jesus allegorically
likened all those specific “Words” of Almighty to heavenly seed and “crops” therein, and hence thereafter
he gave good news about that Messenger (=Son of Man) again, who would thus come and give this
heavenly “crops” (=19 coded, specific “Words”) in the Last and Third Day (=Millennium), within that
--to be renewed-- Cornerstone Scripture, to all those sincere believers, who would sit and wholeheartedly
work on it! (Please, certainly see again all those related tangible Verses from the Gospel, that are openly cited
especially in that of our first two critical documents again, in this regard.)
Hence, this Messenger has already presented now all those heavenly “crops” (=19 coded, specific “Words”)
from within this --renewed-- Cornerstone Scripture (=The Quran-Testament: its original arabic: Al-Khabaru),
which are thus indeed essentially growing stronger therein, at every of those 4 steps, as already thus strongly
been emphasized above (as we have already manifestly witnessed them again in that of our first document);
and thereafter, he has also already thus called all sincere believers to wholeheartedly “work” on these
specific “righteous deeds” (=ameluu alsalehaat) to attain the eternal life through it (please, certainly see
again The Testament 2/25 = 48/29 in this regard). So this Messenger is therefore thus called again also
as “praised-one” (=muhammadun) specifically, in the above Verse by Almighty, and also all those sincere
believers with him, because they will thus sit and all together wholeheartedly work on this magnificent
Miracles of Almighty, and thus greatly glorify Him, and thus confirm and deeply honor the Wisdom of
His great Prophets (most especially, Noah & Abraham & Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad, herein).
(*Please, certainly see the “Words of Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad” documents again,
to be able to clearly witness those miraculous prophecies of Wisdom, and thereby the full support of these
great Prophets unto His Messenger/Message of Covenant, and all those believers with him now, in this
respect, in their entirety.)

So we may thus clearly perceive and see, after this, the genuine meaning, and thereafter
thus the exact fulfillment of that very important prophecy of prophet Muhammad --we have
seen before-- finally, in this respect, herein:
====================
4- Prophet Muhammad said: A Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) shall come out
from his (Prophet’s grandson) progeny; he shall be named --by Allah-- with the name
of your Prophet (=Muhammad; Fath 29); …… (from Abu Davud)
====================
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So now let us together see these most basic and critical Verses in the Quran-Testament,
herein, in this regard, thus:
====================
1- Those who have disbelieved now from the People of the Scripture (=Jews & Christians &
Arabs), and those Partner-Makers (=Buddhists & Hindus etc.) would not thus depart,
until the Clear-Proof (=alBayyenatu; which is thus also a basic specific term referring to all those
19 coded special Words, and also Letters, that together thus most basically constitute this
Clear-Proof (=Bayyenatu) and Guidance (=Hudaa), as we have comprehensively seen them
in our first two documents; please, certainly also see now The Testament 6/157 = 39/23 in this regard)

has thus come to them.
2- A Messenger from Almighty, reciting the “pure pages,”
3- in them are (those) “rightful scripts!”
(** We should certainly go to our first document (=Awesome Miracle 1) herein, and see again that
Quran-Testament (=its original arabic: Al-Khabaru) text, as already manifestly been presented also therein,
at the end of that first document, to clearly witness those “pure pages” (=suhufan mutahharatan)
and those “rightful scripts” (=kutubun qayyimatun) in them, to which Almighty is thus eminently referring us
in the above Verses, through that of His Messenger of Covenant now. And then we should also definitely
see again all those critical prophecies of those great Prophets (most especially, David, and Jesus,
and Muhammad, in this regard) therein, to recognize their full support unto this Message/Messenger
of Covenant now, also in this respect.)

6- Certainly, those who have disbelieved now from the People of the Scripture (=Jews &
Christians & Arabs), and those Partner-Makers (=Buddhists & Hindus etc.) consequently
will be in HellFire, as eternal-ones therein; those them are the most wicked creatures.
7- Certainly, those who have believed now --from the People of the Scripture (=Jews &
Christians & Arabs), and those Others (=Buddhists & Hindus etc.)-- and then “worked” for
the “righteous deeds” (=ameluu alsalehaat; which is thus also a most basic specific term again
referring to “working” on all those 19 coded special Words, and also Letters, that together thus
most essentially constitute these “Righteous Deeds” (=Salehaat) and hence those eternal
heavenly “Fruits” (=Samaraten) and then Guidance (=Hudaa), as we have comprehensively seen them
in our first two documents; please, certainly also see now The Testament 2/25-26 = 39/23 in this regard);

those them are the most loyal creatures.
8- Their reward at their Lord will be Gardens of happiness, beneath them the rivers flow,
as eternal-ones therein, forever! Almighty is thus well pleased with them, and they will be
well pleased with Him. This is for the ones, who -thus- reverence their Lord!
(The Testament 98/1-3 & 6-8)
====================
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So finally, let us together see now these most critical prophecies of these great Prophets,
in this regard, herein:
====================
Prophet David said: I say, if only I had wings like a dove, that I may fly away and find rest.
Far away --from Israel-- I would flee; I (through his descendant, that “Messenger of
Covenant”) would stay in the Desert-City –then!
Thus I would soon find a shelter therein, from the raging wind and storm --that is to come
upon Israel, and the surrounding World, afterwards!-- (Psalms 55/7-9) (*please, certainly also
see Isaiah 28/9-22 & and then The Testament 17/7-8 & 44/10-16 in this regard.)

Prophet David said: All the kings of the earth will praise You, Lord, when they hear
(through his descendant, that “Messenger of Covenant”) the “Words” of Your mouth
--from within that far away Desert-City, as already thus strongly been longed for above-They will sing of the “Ways” of the Lord: How great is the glory of the Lord! (Psalms 138/4)
Prophet David said: All the nations You have made shall eventually come --to that far away
Desert-City again-- to bow before You, O Lord, and thus give honor to Your Name.
For You are Great and do (through his descendant, that “Messenger of Covenant”) the
wondrous “Deeds;” and You alone are God! (Psalms 86/9-10)
Prophet David said: The Lord loves that --far away-- Plain-City --as also thus again strongly
been yearned for above-- founded within holy Mountains,
loves the gates of “Peak” therein more than any dwelling in Jacob/Israel!
Glorious things are said of you, O this --far away-- Plain-City of God! (Psalms 87/1-3)
====================
====================
Prophet Jesus said: Behold, I have told it to you beforehand. So if they say to you: The
Son of Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant”) is in the Desert --within Israel-- do not go out
there; if they say: He is in the inner rooms --within Jerusalem-- do not believe it!
For just as lightning comes from the east, and is (ultimately) seen as far as the West,
so will the coming of the Son of Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant”) be --(ultimately)
from the West!-- (Gospel-Mthw. 24/25-27)
Prophet Jesus said: Believe me, woman, the Hour is coming, when you will worship
the Lord neither on this Mountain, nor in Jerusalem –then! (Gospel-Jhn. 4/21)
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Prophet Jesus said: Beware that your hearts do not become drowsy from carousing and
drunkenness and the anxieties of daily life, and that day catch you (in the end) by surprise,
like a trap! For (eventually) that day will (indirectly, or directly) assault everyone who
lives on the face of the earth. Be vigilant --(while rigorously working on those eternal
“food” (=19 coded heavenly “Words;” Lk. 17/17 & Mthw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11) thus will already
have been presented then to all humanity by that Son of Man; Jhn. 6/27 & Mthw. 24/14)-at all times and then pray that you have the strength to escape those tribulations that are
imminent, and thus to stand before the Son of Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again)
--in that far West location, far away from Jerusalem, as thus already strongly been
pointed out by prophet Jesus, above!-- (Gospel-Lk. 21/34-36)
====================
====================
Prophet Muhammad said: The Hour (of that big Disaster) shall not come, until first
the “Sun” (=thus a specific allegorical reference to also his descendant, that “Messenger
and Message of Covenant;” please, see the Quran, Furqan 61 = Ahzaab 46 in this regard)
rise from the West! And after it (thus) fully rises from the West, (many) people will see
and believe.
But (when the Hour --of that big Disaster-- comes), then his/her belief cannot benefit
thereafter anyone, who did not believe before this, or did not do any good deed with
his/her belief! (from Bukhari & Muslim)
Prophet Muhammad said: If only one Day remains from this world, Allah will certainly
lengthen that Day, that a Man (=his descendant, that “Messenger of Covenant” again)
from my House shall rule in that Day (=Millennium; please, see Hajj 47 in this regard);
he shall rule within the Mountain of the Might (=Jabala alDaylame) --in that far West
location-- and the Surroundings! (from Ibn Macah)
====================
We have already clearly seen and openly referred to this --in this respect-- holiest
Desert-City, founded within these holy and mighty Mountains, thus located and chosen
by Almighty in the Western hemisphere, for/within this Last and Third Day (=Millennium),
as already thus unmistakably and strongly been implied and prophesied by all of these
great Prophets above, and also in some other critical Verses in those Holy Scriptures,
at the end of our second document (=Awesome Miracle 2) therein.
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers herein,
who shall thus finally and also hearken to this fundamentally and fully approving
Miraculous Heavenly “Seal” of Almighty on His most critical “Messenger/Message of
Covenant” herein, in this most anticipated Final Age,
and so thereafter will wholeheartedly sit and work on all of those 19 coded, magnificent
Miracles --as we have already manifestly seen and witnessed each of them in all of our
other documents-- and thus shall witness and personally verify them, with their own ears
and eyes and minds herein, for our own eternal Salvation and benefits, all together,
in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again The Testament 39/23, 33-35 &
74/26-40 in this regard.)

Metin/Messenger of Covenant
The descendant and student of prophet David,
who was the Progeny of those highest ranking
ancestral prophets: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob; (38/45)

The descendant and student of prophet Muhammad,
who was the Progeny of those highest ranking
ancestral prophets: Ishmael, Alyasaa, Zalkefl; (38/48)

